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Hello and welcome to the Economic Development Administration’s Build Back Better Regional Challenge Office Hours. We look forward to answering your questions and providing additional details regarding this program.



 EDA's American Rescue Plan – Build Back Better Regional Challenge

 Answering Your Questions: Phase 1 Concept Proposals

 Additional Resources

Today's Agenda

eda.gov/arpa/build-back-better/

Phase 1 Concept 
Proposal due 

October 19, 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a brief overview of today's agenda. We intend to spend the bulk of our time answering your questions. Be sure to visit the page linked below for more applicant resources, including our previous webinars and updated FAQs, some of which we'll review today. 



DescriptionNOFOs

1

Build Back Better 
Regional Challenge

Transform 20-30 economically distressed regions through substantial investment through 
groups of 3-8 projects, totaling ~$25-75M per region; open to proposals up to $100M

Economic 
Adjustment 
Assistance

Invest in infrastructure, technical assistance, planning, and revolving loan programs 
through competitive grants available to every community4

Travel, Tourism, & 
Outdoor Recreation

Accelerate communities impacted by COVID-related travel and tourism decline 
through state grants ($510M) and competitive grants ($240M)

Statewide Planning, 
Research, & 
Networks

Invest in economic plans, research to assess the effectiveness of EDA's programs, 
and support for stakeholder communities around key EDA initiatives

Good Jobs 
Challenge

2

Establish or strengthen regional systems to train workers with in-demand skills 
through employer-driven training, supporting participants with wrap-around 
services and employer commitments to hire

6

Indigenous 
Communities

3

5 Additional Economic Adjustment Assistance funds to specifically support Indigenous 
communities

$90M

$1B

$750M

$500M

$100M

$500M

Total American Rescue Plan funding: $3B

www.eda.gov/arpa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As most of you know by now, the Build Back Better Regional Challenge is one of several funding opportunities available through EDA under the American Rescue Plan. These programs make more than $3B available to communities nationwide in their efforts to recover from the coronavirus pandemic and build local economies that will be resilient to future economic shocks.  Applications and more information on each of these funding opportunities is available on EDA’s website at www.eda.gov/arpa. 



$1 billion to Build Back Better

Support Regional Growth Clusters
Fund infrastructure, workforce, entrepreneurship, planning, and 
more to grow a regional industry or industries 

Coal Communities Commitment 
Award at least $100M of the $1B in available 
funding to coal communities

Transform economically distressed communities through substantial investment in 
regional growth clusters

Regional “Moonshot”
Build more inclusive, dynamic regional economies for 
the future through innovative strategies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This $1 billion challenge is geared toward transforming economically distressed communities through substantial investments in regional growth clusters. As a reminder this challenge makes $100M available to coal communities.We’re glad for the strong show of interest from participants today.  We hope you are checking out our other applicant resources on the web page and that today will be another valuable information exchange. We’ve  referred to this challenge before as a "regional moonshot“ – and  it is truly an opportunity to coalesce regional partners and unify efforts around an emerging or existing industry cluster –at the scale and speed these funds are being made available may not be what you have been used to from EDA.Our aim is for this opportunity to set regions on an accelerated path to economic prosperity, that is inclusive, innovative and sustainable for years to come.



Coordinated Projects Set 
Clusters Up for Success

Regional Assets Industry Leadership

Sustainability Equity

Strong Regional Growth 
Cluster

Projects should aim to collectively address 
the following outputs and outcomes:
 Develop a long-term transformational 

vision and execution plan for a region’s 
industry

 Integrate efforts across diverse 
stakeholders and communities

 Advance equity and support 
economically disadvantaged communities

 Increase regional innovation and 
entrepreneurship capacity

 Foster and grow a workforce for industry
 Build assets and infrastructure for growth
 Catalyze private sector investment and 

tangible outcomes for regional growth

Key Elements of a Successful Regional Growth Cluster (NOFO Section A.1.b)

All projects should be coordinated such that the result is more than the sum of their parts. 
NOFO, Section A.1.c

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And while we do have a nice long NOFO , webinars and all available – we know you have questions. Questions like: what KIND of kind of cluster  is EDA  seeking – what size or model, preferred industries, project types or partners, or other specifics. In the NOFO, EDA provided a definition for a Regional Growth Cluster that offers flexibility to propose a cluster that best meets each region’s economic needs and conditions, and the potential for transformative change through maximum collaboration and impact.How an applicant defines their regional growth cluster is highly dependent on the characteristics and needs of a given region. Every region can look a little different depending on the region’s assets. You can take the Regional Growth Cluster definition, linked with the key elements of a strong regional growth cluster discussed in Section A of the NOFO, at page 6, as a useful guide to the strategies and actions your coalition should be considering in order to: Enhance regional assets that will support the regional growth cluster’s competitivenessbuild strong alignment with industry needs and strong leadership from the private sector, aligned to the coalition’s visionplan forward to accelerate the cluster’s economic growth and shared prosperity in the years following the ARPA awards, and focus on equity and inclusion, so that the benefits of the projects and the cluster are shared across all affected communities. So we DO anticipate applicants will present a diversity of  approaches to accelerating their targeted regional growth clusterAnd yet, this opportunity is seeking to advance similar outcomes in the selected regions.  The strategies and projects you proposed in this challenge should aim to collectively:  Develop a long-term transformational vision and execution plan for a region’s industryIntegrate efforts across diverse stakeholders and communitiesAdvance equity and support economically disadvantaged communitiesIncrease regional innovation and entrepreneurship capacityFoster and grow a workforce for industryBuild assets and infrastructure for growthCatalyze private sector investment and tangible outcomes for the regional economy.



A regional growth cluster forms when several entities work together to grow a 
regional economy through the growth of an existing/creation of a new regional industry

Cluster Participants

Lead Institution (Applicant)
Serves as lead for the collection of 

projects to support the regional growth 
cluster; charged with facilitating, 
cooperating, and collaborating

Lead 
Institution

Coalition
Group of eligible entities that 
apply together, includes a Lead 
Institution all coalition members 
that submit applications for 
component projects in Phase 2

Higher 
Education

Non-profits

State/Local
Government

EDD/Econ 
Dev Orgs

Partners
Non-applicant entities that can partner with a coalition to 

make the regional growth cluster successful

Organized 
Labor

Research 
Institutes

Philanthropy Suppliers IndustryCivic & 
Community Orgs
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Craig's Slide Many other questions have come up about the partnerships and players that should be engaged to support your application and your cluster to help accomplish those outcomes. The NOFO – our previous webinars, the FAQs on our webpage – and the questions we address today – all offer helpful guidance on the terminology, roles and other important details of the how and where in your application materials, regions can describe the various cluster participants and how they will engage in this collective effort to build or expand your cluster.   It bears repeating, and we hope this visual drives home the point that the Regional Growth Cluster should include a broad set of regional leaders and entities who will work together to grow and strengthen the selected strategic industry cluster.  This includes:  the group of EDA-eligible entities that have formed as a regional coalition of applicants,. This applicant coalition will  implement the group of closely aligned economic development projects that support the  selected industry cluster and region, (GREEN)a strong lead institution, selected from among the members of that coalition to facilitate cooperation and lead collaboration across the projects and among cluster participants throughout the project; (YELLOW)And last but not least - of course your proposals should describe the larger ecosystem of partners that are engaged in your cluster.  These cluster partners  (BLUE) are not the entities applying to EDA for these funds - so do not have to be one of those EDA eligible entities we’ve talked about – but they ARE the strong industry, government, academic, community and civic organizations and leaders who have a shared stake in the success of the community, the group of projects you’ve selected, the regional industries they support, and the future of your regional economy. In sum, the Concept Proposal due October 19 is your opportunity to describe a unified vision for how your regional projects, partners and stakeholders will work together on near term actions, and advance a longer-term strategy to build collaboration, coordinate resources, and maximize synergies among diverse stakeholders, to drive growth and competitiveness through a strong regional industry cluster.We are excited by the interest in this funding opportunity and look forward to your proposals …. Hand off to Ilana 



Overview of Award Timeline

Sept 2022 Phase 2 implementation project awards made

Sept 30, 2022 Statutory deadline – all funds must be obligated

May 31, 2027 Period of performance must end to allow for close out

Oct 19, 2021 Phase 1 applications due

Mar 15, 2022 Phase 2 applications due

Dec 2021 Phase 1 technical assistance awards made

Finalists work on Phase 2 applications using Phase 1 TA awards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phase 1 Concept Proposals are due very soon. Here is the overview of the complete award timeline. As a reminder, Phase 1 Concept Proposals are due on October 19, 2021. Phase 1 technical assistance awards will be made in December 2021.



Answering Your Questions: 
Phase 1 Concept Proposals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Craig said, we are excited by the strong response to this challenge.  Our Regional Offices and headquarters team have been fielding your questions and providing answers through emails, webinars, and FAQs. We’re glad to tackle more of these questions today as you prepare to submit a Phase 1 concept proposal on October 19. 



Eligible lead institutions or regional coalition members include a(n):
 District Organization of an EDA-designated Economic 

Development District (EDD);
 Indian Tribe or a consortium of Indian Tribes;
 State, county, city, or other political subdivision of a State, 

including a special purpose unit of a State or local government 
engaged in economic or infrastructure development activities, or 
a consortium of political subdivisions;

 Institution of higher education or a consortium of institutions of 
higher education; or

 Public or private non-profit organization or association acting in 
cooperation with officials of a political subdivision of a State

Who is Eligible to Receive Grants Under 
this Competition?

EDA is not authorized to provide direct financial assistance to individuals, small 
businesses, or for-profit entities under the Build Back Better Regional Challenge

Applicants must 
show alignment with 

the appropriate 
Comprehensive 

Economic 
Development 

Strategy (CEDS) or 
an equivalent    

plan for every area a 
project will serve.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In response to some foundational questions about how different cluster partners can participate in this challenge, let's review the entities that are eligible to apply for and receive awards under EDA's Build Back Better Regional Challenge.  Grant recipients must meet the eligibility criteria set forth by EDA’s authorizing legislation. This means all members of the application coalition -  meaning the lead institution and all coalition members who will implement projects with EDA funding in this competition -  must fall into one of the following categories as outlined on this slideThese entities include: an EDA-designated Economic Development District (EDD);Indian Tribes;State or local government entities;Institutions of higher education, and Public or private nonprofit organizations acting in cooperation with officials of a political subdivision of a state.Regarding the last category, some of you have asked how a nonprofit can demonstrate they are “acting in cooperation” with state or local governments. The support of appropriate governmental units can help show that the project meets regional needs and may help avoid the risk that the project will not meet EDA’s eligibility criteria. For applications covering large geographic areas, EDA recommends applicant provide support letters that cover the majority of the region or to get support letters from appropriate states.A reminder: EDA is not authorized to make grants to individuals, small businesses, or other for-profit entities under this program. 



 Will EDA accept multiple applications from the same 
state or region?

 Will EDA accept multiple applications from the 
same industry cluster?

Applications from the Same Industry or Region

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let's address applications from the same industry or region. We received many questions like the following...We did not restrict applications from the same area or industry. However, given the small number of awards being made, it is unlikely that we will fund applications for similar clusters from the same region. Applicants whose regional growth clusters targets the same region and related industries should consider opportunities to consolidate projects and align partnerships on related strategies for regional growth and competitiveness.   As a reminder, this Challenge is a national competition through which EDA will provide transformational investments of $25M to $75M (and up to $100M) in grant funding to 20 to 30 regions across the country to grow new regional industry clusters or scale existing ones. We anticipate strong competition for these funds. In addition, EDA’s Selection Review Committee will consider funding recommendations based on selection factors, which include geographic and regional balance and the project and industry types. Please see NOFO Section E.2, p. 35 for more details. 



 Is there a minimum or maximum 
size we should consider in 
determining the geographic 
footprint for our Regional Growth 
Cluster?

 Can we locate our entire group of 
projects in a single jurisdiction?

 Can our project have a national 
scope or footprint?

What Geographic Footprint Can Our 
Project Cover?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What geographic footprint can our project cover? This challenge allows applicants to plan and build within a footprint that makes sense for the applicant's strategy and industry cluster. The program design funds several projects that proceed together to advance a common vision. This is a rare opportunity for applicants to align efforts, leverage resources, and strengthen the foundation for regional cooperation and future investment.  So, it makes sense to consider a group of projects that reach beyond traditional boundaries such as a single jurisdiction or statistical area. It also suggests that a proposal without a strong regional identity and committed place-based relationships may not be a strong fit for this opportunity. The program intent and evaluation criteria emphasize the connections, coalition building, and impact the proposed investments will have on a regional economy.  The diagram on this slide illustrate ways in which different clusters might form in able to do this – for example to encompass projects that link rural and urban areas, connect universities and capital cities with manufacturing centers, or form corridors linking labor markets, supply chains and other factors that create the potential for a strong regional cluster . There are some further examples to illustrate different approaches in the Section A of the NOFO.The bottom line is that EDA’s approach is not prescriptive. Applicants can define the region and the geographic footprint that works best to build connections, exchange knowledge, share resources, increase innovation, and provide other advantages to accelerate the growth of their selected cluster and region. 



 What criteria will be used to determine the degree of economic 
distress in the project region?

 Must all of the component projects be located in a distressed area?

 Are there certain measures or indices that we can use?

How will distress be measured?

NOFO Sections A.1.a, D.2, E.1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let's turn to some questions regarding the Distress Criteria. In its core programs, EDA funds projects that meet distress criteria based on relative unemployment and low per capita income.   As noted in our FAQs, projects proposed under this challenge are not required to be located in areas that meet those distress criteria, but applicants should indicate how their projects, if funded, will address economic distress in the targeted region, both long standing and as caused by the pandemic  - and should indicate how  the benefits of the cluster will be shared equitably across all affected communities within the project area including . This is one of the evaluation criteria for Phase 1 and the NOFO,  goes to our assessment of the need for and potential impact of the proposed project, consistent with the program intent outlined in the NOFO. This is a good place to mention the $100M Coal commitment EDA has made in this challenge, to help address negative impact from closures of a coal mine, coal fired power plant, disruption to related supply chain businesses and related economic conditions facing these communities. Conditions contributing to economic distress in your area can vary.  On the next slide are some tools that that you might find useful to this analysis. 



See more economic development tools from EDA’s research and technical 
assistance partners at: https://eda.gov/resources/tools/

Tools for Measuring Distress
Data dashboards for exploring key economic indicators 
including unemployment, income, GDP, workforce 
trends, as well as other economic risk and resiliency 
factors such as COVID-19 and disaster impacts

National 
Economic 

Resilience Data 
Explorer

A fast, simple way to calculate whether a county, 
region, or neighborhood meets distress thresholds 
based on unemployment and per capita income.

StatsAmerica: 
Measuring 
Distress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In describing conditions and opportunities to be addressed by your projects, EDA encourages applicants to use quantitative measures where available. Here again are two of the resources we highlighted in the Applicant webinar, that can be especially helpful in documenting conditions, planned outcomes and impact measures for your project. The Measuring Distress tool available at statsamerica.org provides practitioners a fast, simple way to calculate whether your project area may meet EDA eligibility thresholds for unemployment and per capita income.A new tool available from Argonne National Lab includes a variety of useful data dashboards for exploring similar unemployment and per capital income indicators, as well as a host of other economic risk factors, including  impacts from Covid-19 and other conditions facing your region. This tool, called the National Economic Resilience Data Explorer, has easy to download reports and links to key underlying data sources for conducting further analyses. 

https://eda.gov/resources/tools/
https://www.anl.gov/national-economic-resilience-data-explorer-nerde
http://www.statsamerica.org/distress/distress.aspx


 How can we ensure that our 
proposed projects are consistent 
with a regional CEDS or 
equivalent economic development 
plan? 

 What if  our projects are not 
included in a CEDS, or there is no 
EDD for our service area?

 What if the CEDS hasn’t been 
updated to reflect current 
conditions? Can we still apply? 

How Can We Meet the CEDS 
Requirement? 

 Projects MUST be consistent with 
the region’s 
current Comprehensive 
Economic Development 
Strategy (CEDS) or 
an equivalent economic 
development plan

 Find your Economic Development 
District (EDD): 
http://www.statsamerica.org/ceds

 No EDD for your area? – contact 
your EDA representative at 
www.eda.gov/contact/

NOFO Section A.1.c

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another group of questions have centered on CEDS.  What if there isn't one for the project area – or it does reference current conditions or these projects specifically? Your coalition’s vision and group of projects for the cluster should be consistent with the region’s Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) or equivalent EDA-accepted regional economic development plan.  EDA-designated Economic Development District are required to update or replace the CEDS at least every five years, with action plans that address near-term activities and implementation goals, as well as medium and longer-term goals, strategies and objectives developed through an ongoing and collaborative process.  The proposed regional growth cluster and component projects in your application need not be specifically identified in a CEDS or equivalent regional plan, but should be in tune with the economic development needs, opportunities and outcomes that regional stakeholders have collectively agreed to pursue, and advance the comprehensive vision for regional economic prosperity and resilience expressed in their plan (or plans) that cover the proposed project area.   If selected to move on to Phase 2, the Lead Institution should discuss in their Overarching Narrative how the collection of proposed component projects will support the economic development needs and objectives outlined in the applicable CEDS or equivalent plans for region covered. Applicants may also include letters of support from organizations that prepare CEDS or equivalent plans for areas that will be served by the proposed collection of projects. Applicants from geographies that are not covered by an EDD are encouraged to reach out to the EDA Regional Office that serves the state in which the proposed regional cluster is based. The EDA Regional Office Point of Contact (POC) listed in Section G of the NOFO will help the applicant identify an equivalent EDA-accepted regional economic development strategy.   

https://www.eda.gov/ceds/
http://www.statsamerica.org/ceds
http://www.eda.gov/contact/


 Can a lead institution participate in more than one Build Back 
Better application?

 What is the lead institution's role in both phases of the 
competition?

 Will the lead institution be responsible to EDA for the component 
projects that support the cluster?

Lead Institution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We received a lot of great questions about the role of the lead institution. An entity that submits an application as the lead institution for one regional growth cluster MAY participate as a cluster partner - or even as a coalition member and applicant for distinct component projects under another Build Back Better Regional Challenge application. It may be less likely, however, that the same entity could successfully serve as lead institution, simultaneously,  for multiple clusters. The feasibility and capacity of any entity to undertake multiple projects to support different regional growth clusters and to complete all projects on time and within budget should be carefully considered.This is especially relevant to the lead institution, since their role should continue across both phases of the competition.  They submit the Concept Proposal for their regional coalition and will implement the Phase 1 technical assistance grant if selected as a finalist. With that grant, the lead institution will help the coalition further develop the region’s strategy and projects for a competitive Phase 2 submission. The lead institution may also serve as lead applicant for one or more of the component project applications for the cluster.  Also want to clarify that with respect to the component projects, in the selected regions, each coalition member with a funded Phase 2 component project will carry the responsibility for that project  -  and that includes meeting the administrative and program requirements described in Section F of the NOFO for their grant. So the coalition’s lead institution will have a role in continuing to foster communication and coordination among all component projects and other cluster partners as well as with EDA, during implementation – and each individual coalition project will be responsible for its own Phase 2 performance relative to grants management.   This is a good transition to our next topic: Component Projects.



 To what extent can projects include several related sub-components?

 If selected for Phase 2, can we include a component project in the 
Phase 2 Full Application that wasn’t listed in my Phase 1 Concept 
Proposal?

 Must the region’s entire group of component projects begin at the 
same time or have the same period of performance?

Component Projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some of the most asked questions that we have received.  Firstly, projects can include related sub-components that fit together under a coherent scope of work to support the cluster.EDA expects that regional coalitions may identify new or modified implementation projects in the course of preparing their Phase 2 Applications. When that is the case, coalitions may include those projects in their Phase 2 application and must explain how the newly identified project will support the regional growth cluster.Projects can have varying periods of performance, based on the nature of the project, such as construction vs programming, and scope of work. Projects should nonetheless be well coordinated and aligned to support the overall vision, through both near-term actions and long-term impacts. Please remember that all projects must be completed by May 2027. 



 Can entities other than the lead institution and members of the 
applicant coalition contribute to the required match for 
component projects?

 What documentation must I provide with the Concept Proposal, 
with respect to the accessibility of matching funds and other 
complementary investments?

 Will EDA require each component project to meet the match 
requirement separately, or can the non-federal cost share be 
met in aggregate by the entire group of projects?

Match Requirements

Presenter
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Some good questions came in regarding match requirements.  Several are addressed in the FAQs we posted on the BBBRC webpage.  Matching funds for component projects can come from a variety of sources, including state or local governments, philanthropy, industry partners and other nonfederal entities. Applicants should be advised however many other types of federal funds cannot be used to meet EDA match requirements. This currently includes Department of Treasury’s Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds In terms of your Concept Proposal, the lead institution can address how coalition members plan to  access matching funds for the component projects in your Concept Proposal narrative, in the key element appendices, and through other documentation included as part of the Phase 1 submission such as the letters of support from Cluster Partners. Additional documentation of committed match  will be required by finalists that submit full applications in Phase 2.  With that submission due on March 15, 2022. At that stage, applicants should indicate match committed for each individual component project. EDA will evaluate each finalists’ portfolio of projects holistically, and will review the component project applications specifically to assess that project and applicant’s eligibility as well as viability and feasibility as part of the regional growth cluster. Individual projects in a proposed group may not get funded. The Phase 2 Overarching Narrative and each component application should therefore  specifically address the match commitments for each proposed project.For more information on the cost-sharing and match requirement for this program, please review Section C.3 of the NOFO.



 How can a Governor’s Office support a regional coalition in this 
competition?

 Can States provide a letter of support to more than one Build 
Back Better Regional Challenge applicant?

 Can states use other federal recovery funds to meet the match 
requirement for this competition?

State Support for Regional Coalitions

Presenter
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Now, on to how states can support regional coalitions. EDA encourages regional applicants to demonstrate strong collaboration with state government partners, as well as with local government, private sector, labor and community-based organizations. Cluster activities that are coordinated and strategically aligned with state economic development priorities and resources are well -positioned to foster long-term growth and sustainability. Where there may be multiple coalitions forming to submit applications under the Build Back Better Regional Challenge, EDA encourages governors and state agencies to consider applicants’ projects in the context of their statewide plans for regional recovery, and to facilitate partnerships to combine efforts where feasible. States may also participate as members of the applicant coalition to implement component projects, or can work with lead institutions for each coalition to provide letters of support, access to eligible matching funds, and other available resources as part of a competitive application for assistance during the Phase 1 Concept Proposal, and subsequent Phase 2 Full Application. States are advised that the Department of Treasury’s Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds are not currently available to meet EDA match requirements for Phase 2 implementation projects under the Build Back Better Regional Challenge or in other EDA programs.  Additional guidance regarding use of other federal recovery funds, including HUD Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funding to match EDA projects is addressed in Q.44 of the Frequently Asked Questions resource on EDA’s Build Back Better Regional Challenge webpage. Applicants may also t consult with their EDA Economic Development Representative (EDR) for guidance regarding a proposed project. You can find your local EDR at https://eda.gov/contact/. 



 Can an industry representative be the lead institution for a 
Regional Growth Cluster? Can industry be a coalition member?

 How can the private sector support a regional growth cluster?

 How can community and civic institutions that are not applicant 
organizations support these projects?

Private Sector and Community Support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A for-profit entity cannot be a lead institution and/or a coalition member, since only entities that meet EDA’s eligibility criteria can receive federal assistance under this competition. However, industry and other private sector partners, as well as philanthropy and community leaders, can demonstrate their support in many ways, through commitments of financial or in-kind assistance, hiring commitments and other strategies to support high quality jobs, private sector and community led coalition building to strengthen connections and expand cluster partners, engaging communities to increase participation and engagement of historically underrepresented groups in the project’s plans and activities and other means that advance the regional vision for a growth and sustainability of the cluster.Be sure to describe these contributions and roles in your Phase 1 Concept Proposal and supporting documentation. 



• What project costs are eligible for funding under Phase 1 of this 
competition?

• Can my coalition use Phase 1 Technical Assistance funds past 
the Phase 2 deadline even if my coalition’s projects are not 
selected for Phase 2 awards?

• Are there restrictions on using contractors procured under the 
Phase 1 TA grant in the implementation projects that EDA may 
fund in Phase 2?

Technical Assistance Award

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turning now to the Technical Assistance grant that will be awarded to Phase 1 finalists. The technical assistance grant is itself a substantial award and  is designed to provide finalists with both an immediate and ongoing resource to support their cluster strategy and projects. The anticipated project period can range from 12 to 24 months, or longer depending on regional needs.There are a variety of uses for the technical assistance award. For instance, the award can cover: Component Project Application Readiness – such as  to develop architectural, environmental, and engineering plans for implementation component projects.Helping coalition members mature plans and strategies to reach historically excluded populations, racial minorities, and women the creation of a Regional Economic Competitiveness Officer to serve as a coalition leader and liaison to EDA and to other federal agencies.  And shouldCreate long-term infrastructure .  – Technical assistance efforts should benefit the regional growth cluster long after Phase 2 application submissionThe next slide, which some of you may recall from the Applicant webinar, may help visualize these activities across the period of performance for the TA award. And I’ll also address that question about procurement. 



Dec 2021
50-60 
regional 
clusters 
selected to 
receive up 
to $500K 
TA grant

Develop Full Application:
Activities may include: 
• Onboard Regional Competitiveness 

Officer
• Develop design & engineering 

studies**
• Map assets 
• Engage community & employers, 
• Convene regional meetings
• Build coalitions
• Develop equity & sustainability plans
• Secure commitments
• Submit Phase 2 applications

Ongoing Technical Assistance

20-30 selected regions begin Phase 2 
implementation.

Help non-selected regions mature projects 
for other funding sources

Activities may include:
• Regional Competitive Officer continues work
• Continue regional meetings
• Mature project ideas
• Integrate asset, GIS & other reports
• Implement equity & sustainability plans
• Align regional plans
• Coordinate resources

** Refer to NOFO Section H for restrictions on procurement that may prohibit contractors from competing 
for the final procurement

$500K Phase 1 TA Grant Lifespan
12 to 24-month performance period anticipated but may vary based on each finalist’s needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initial activities for this award should start promptly and we anticipate the grant periods will be 12 to 24 months – or more if relevant. Technical assistance should help the 50-60 finalist regions to refine their plans and strategies, ensure community engagement, and accelerate collaboration and support for project implementation. Regional Competitiveness Officers can work with selected regions to support project implementation, and help non-selected regions to mature their projects for future funding opportunities at EDA or other agencies.  If your region is selected in Phase 2, the Phase 1 technical assistance grant funds can go toward additional planning and coalition building activities that support the cluster. Since these technical assistance grants can be used for certain preliminary costs of projects that may receive subsequent EDA assistance, applicants are encouraged review procurement restrictions in Section H of the NOFO, and to review the procurement FAQs for more information and options to ensure all competing contractors are on equal footing from the beginning. (FAQ 22, 23, 24) 

https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=334735


What is Required for the Regional 
Economic Competitiveness Officer?
• Is the Regional Economic Competitiveness Officer 

expected to work full-time on the project during Phase 1? 
Or is the position flexible based on the needs and scope of 
each project?

• Does the Regional Economic Competitiveness Officer 
position have be funded out of Phase 1 awards, or can the 
position be funded out of Phase 2 awards?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had a lot of great questions surrounding the role and design of the Regional Economic Competitiveness Officer. For instance...This is a position within the lead institution that has an important role, both during the Phase 1 application sprint, and after. This can be a new position or an existing one. Some roles and responsibilities are outlined in the NOFO and more were discussed in EDA’s overview webinar. We look to this position as a valuable point of contact for coordination within your region, with EDA, and among the peer regions selected in this competition. Generally though EDA has provided applicants with flexibility to structure this position in ways that fit the industry, the region, the coalition, and the model for your cluster.  The position can be supported by the Technical Assistance award, and lead institutions  may continue the role as part of a Phase 2 component project as may be relevant to accomplish cluster activities, so long as the applicant does not duplicate costs covered by another federal award. The Lead Institution for the coalition should provide a description and a timeline for staffing this position in the project and budget narrative for the Phase 1 TA award.  



 How will EDA recognize equity considerations in proposals 
submitted under this competition?

 "Regional Assets,” “Industry Leadership,” “Sustainability,” and 
“Equity” are named specifically as “key elements of success” in 
the NOFO but are weighted equally to other review criteria. Are 
these four elements more important than the others?

Evaluation and Selection Processes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other questions we received asked how EDA will evaluate and select projects in this competition. This program, like EDA’s other American Rescue Plan programs aims to advance EDA’s investment priorities – including the extent to which the projects will provide equitable and shared benefits across all affected communities.  We encourage applicants to review our investment priority on Equity for further insight on how EDA will consider projects and investments in ways that will ensure equitable outcomes for historically underserved populations and places.Equity is one of the four key elements in strong regional cluster, mentioned earlier, and is one of the nine review criteria for the Concept Proposals submitted in Phase 1. Those four elements are features of a strong cluster, while the other criteria help to demonstrate need for the project and help to ensure success in the actual execution. Thus, all 9 are important and weighted equally.”



Evaluation Criteria – Concept Proposal
Category Highlights

Overall Concept & 
Anticipated Outcomes

• Strength of proposed component projects and alignment to support cluster-
based economic development

Regional Assets • Strength of proposed plan to utilize existing and develop new assets

Industry Leadership • Strength of cluster's potential for industry leadership, including private sector-
led development

Sustainability • Potential of cluster’s plan for sustainability/durability, including the extent to 
which the project shows support or commitment from regional stakeholders

Equity • Extent to which application articulates a plan for sharing the project’s benefits 
across all affected communities, and how resident and community leadership 
will be engaged throughout the project’s duration

Feasibility • Potential of articulated vision to drive change in identified region and 
likelihood that individual project components will be complete by September 
2027 within budget

Capacity • Strength of coalition to support growth of an industry or industries 
and applicants’ organizational capacity, including its financial and 
management capacity

Distress • Degree of historic economic distress experienced in project region, including 
the economic impact of the coronavirus pandemic

Regional Investment • Availability and commitment of local government, philanthropy, and industry 
investment to support the growth of a region

NOFO Section E.1.a

20 points 
per 

category

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are nine criteria EDA will use to review and score the Phase 1 submissions (as outline on this slide) 1) Overall concept & anticipated outcomes, including the strength of the proposed component projects2) Regional assets that will be utilized, both existing and to be developed;3)Strength of Industry leadership;4) Sustainability, including support by regional stakeholders;5) Equity, including the degree to which the projects benefits will be shared across all affected communities; 6) Feasibility to implement the vision and complete the proposed projects on time; 7) Capacity of the lead institution and coalition of applicants;8) Distress level of the project region; and9) Regional Investment to support growth of the region.Be sure to address them all.  



 Where can I get 
help with 
Grants.gov? 

 Does it matter 
where I attach 
specific forms?

Submitting through Grants.gov
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Presentation Notes
Finally, to the mechanics of the submission and perhaps the moment we all have been waiting for.First a reminder to start your application early and submit it early. Some applicants have sent us questions about navigating the grants.gov portal – and unfortunately this system is managed outside of EDAIf you experience any system issues with grants.gov, please visit page 48 of the NOFO for information related to troubleshooting              2) When you do get ready to upload documents, be sure to save your files with a title that helps us to identify the document (ie. Concept Proposal, Letters of Support).  We appreciate if you would upload the five page Concept Proposal as the “Project Narrative” attachment.  Attach the other forms as instructed and use additional Attachments to upload your other materials, such as the Key Element Appendices, Additional Support letters and other items on the checklist. 



What Makes Up the Concept Proposal?Documentation NOFO Section Required for All Applicants?

Concept Proposal Narrative Section D.2.a.1 Yes

Appendix for each of the four key elements of a strong regional growth 
cluster

Section D.2.a.2 Yes

Lead Institution and Regional Competitiveness Officer Section D.2.a.3 Yes

Support documentation from each coalition member Section D.2 a.4 Yes

Additional letters of support Section D.2.a.5 Yes

Project & budget narratives for Technical Assistance (TA) Award Section D.2.a.6 Yes

Form SF-424
Application for Federal Assistance (for TA Award)

Section D.2.a.7 Yes

Form SF-424A
Budget Information-Non-Construction Programs (for TA Award)

Section D.2.a.7 Yes

Form CD-511
Certification Regarding Lobbying

Section D.2.a.7 Yes

Form SF-LLL
Disclosure of Lobbying Activities

Section D.2.a.7 No. Only if applicant 
conducts certain

lobbying activities.

Articles of incorporation, current certificate of good standing, and bylaws Section D.2.a.7 No. Only if the applicant is a 
nonprofit that is not an 

institution of higher education.

Applicant Checklist for the Ph 1 Concept Proposal
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Presentation Notes
This slide outlines all components of the Concept Proposal for Phase 1. All Concept Proposals will be reviewed for eligibility and completeness. This Applicant Checklist, available on EDA’s Build Back Better webpage, may be helpful as you assemble this information. One final word on the budget narrative for the TA award – Section D.2.a.6 of the Notice indicates that applicants should include a budget narrative describing how the lead institution would utilize the technical assistance award. We ask that you include this description of the technical assistance activities and timeline, as well as your staffing plan and description of costs in the this “budget narrative” attachment.  We did not give a page limit, but please be succinct in your descriptions – 4 pages is generally a good guide.



EDA Regional Offices

• Connect with the EDA Economic Development Representative for 
your state with project-specific questions: https://eda.gov/contact

• Email general questions to the BuildBackBetter@eda.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A reminder that Economic Development Representatives in EDA’s six regional offices are available to provide technical consultation as you prepare your  application. 

https://eda.gov/contact
mailto:BuildBackBetter@eda.gov


Resource: Link:
NOFO https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-

opportunity.html?oppId=334735

Program Overview (One-Pager) https://eda.gov/files/arpa/one-
pagers/EDA_ARPA_BBB-One-Pager.pdf

Application Checklist https://eda.gov/files/arpa/build-back-
better/BBBRC-Application-Checklist.docx

FAQs https://eda.gov/arpa/build-back-better/faq/

Optional Staffing & Budget Template https://eda.gov/files/arpa/build-back-
better/BBBRC-TA-Award-Staffing-and-Budget-
Template.xlsx

Webinar Overview & Slides https://eda.gov/news/media/2021/08/02/build-
back-better-arpa.htm
https://eda.gov/files/arpa/webinars/Build-Back-
Better-webinar-slides.pdf

General Customer Support https://eda.gov/arpa/resources/

Presenter
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The questions we addressed her are answered in the NOFO, the FAQs, and applicant webinar. Please make sure that you refer to those resources.

https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=334735
https://eda.gov/files/arpa/one-pagers/EDA_ARPA_BBB-One-Pager.pdf
https://eda.gov/files/arpa/build-back-better/BBBRC-Application-Checklist.docx
https://eda.gov/arpa/build-back-better/faq/
https://eda.gov/files/arpa/build-back-better/BBBRC-TA-Award-Staffing-and-Budget-Template.xlsx
https://eda.gov/news/media/2021/08/02/build-back-better-arpa.htm
https://eda.gov/files/arpa/webinars/Build-Back-Better-webinar-slides.pdf
https://eda.gov/arpa/resources/


Important Deadlines & Resources

Phase 1 Application Deadline:
October 19, 2021 @ 11:59 pm EST

Grants.gov Funding Opportunity Number:
EDA-HDQ-ARPBBB-2021-2006976

Website: https://eda.gov/arpa/

Email: BuildBackBetter@eda.gov

Thank you, and good luck!
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Finally, we cannot stress enough the deadline for Concept Proposal is October 19, 2021. Thank you for submitting your questions and for attending today’s office hours.  A special you to you all, our regional and headquarters officers, and our Deputy Assistant Secretary of Regional Affairs, Craig Buerstatte, and our Chief Counsel Jeff Roberson for joining. 

https://eda.gov/arpa/
mailto:BuildBackBetter@eda.gov
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